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ABSTRACT
The techniques mostly used for interpolating disease possibility are logistic regression
analysis and proportional hazards regression which generates the risk function with the
help of some risk factors. But these techniques are not self modifiable and a complete
overhauling is required after finding a new risk factor. The paper is introducing a self
modifiable mathematical model for interpolation of disease possibility with the help of
measurement theory.
Keywords: Mathematical Mode, Interpolation and Disease.

INTRODUCTION
The technique mostly used for interpolating disease possibility is logistic regression analysis
which generates the risk function with the help of some risk factors. Many studies of this
type are available in literature. For example in the study of Pullinger et. al (1993), logistic
regression analysis was used to compute the odds ratios for 11 common occlusal features
for asymptomatic controls with five temporomandibular disorder groups.
Another commonly used model to estimate disease risk is a proportional hazards regression,
in which we study the impact of a risk factor on the occurrence of the disease with the time.
For example, Arnlov et. Al. (2010) considers the effect of body mass index (BMI) and
metabolic syndrome on the development of cardiovascular disease and death in middleaged men.
But all the above techniques are not self modifiable and a complete overhauling is required
after finding a new risk factor. Some more trials in this direction had been done using
advanced methods of mathematical modeling. On such is provided in the paper of
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Soonthornphisaj N. et. al. (2009), where a self-tuning of membership functions for fuzzy
logic is proposed for medical diagnosis. The provided algorithm uses decision tree as a tool
to generate three kinds of membership functions which are triangular, bell shape and
Gaussian curve. The system can automatically select the best form of membership function
for the classification process that can provide the best classification result. The system can
create various membership functions using learning algorithm that learns from the training
set.
A SELF MODIFIED FUNCTION
The method introduced in our paper used the results of Chen and Otto [1995] to construct
membership functions of fuzzy sets using interpolation and measurement theory.
Measurement theory provides a mathematically axiomatic method to construct
membership function for a variable. The same theory can be applied here.
Let we define the disease risk function as m  xi  ,
Where xi

 i  1, 2,...n  denotes the intensity of ith risk factor. And its value lies between 1

and 0 accordingly. e.g for lung cancer, smoking is a risk factor and its value varies from 1 to 0
for heavy to mild smoking.
The disease risk function to measure disease possibility is usually monotonic and convex and
grows as number of risk factors increase. We define it in the range [0, 1] using the functionconvex property :





m   xi  1    x j   min m  xi  , m  x j 

where

......(1)

  0,1 and xi , x j  R .

Now we have desired properties of interpolated risk function in the form of axioms
Axiom 1 : A risk function is a numerical scale bounded in [0,1].
Axiom 2 : The rate that a modeller changes risk for values in a domain is continuous.
These axioms form a precise statement of what we seek from an interpolation function. We
seek to find

m : R  0,1

such that

 

1. m  x   0,1

......(2)

x,

2. m is differentiable

 x , m  ,...,  x , m 
4. If the set of known pairs  x , m  ,...,  x , m  is a convex set, then m is convex.
3. m  xi   mi for a finite set of known pairs
1

1

n

1

1

n

n

n

This problem statement is related to a calculus of variation problem, which is a method to
determine a function that satisfies some constraints and simultaneously minimizes an
“energy” function.
Now using calculus of variation approach we can develop an algorithm for finding a risk
polynomial which is a second degree Bernstein polynomial.
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The complete proposed algorithm to fit a risk function to a set of risk data

 x , m  ,...,  x , m  is as follows :
1

1

n

n

1. First determine the slope ti at each known point (xi, mi). To do this, first define

si 

 mi  mi 1 
 xi  xi 1 

......(3)

The following properties of ti must be met :
(a) ti must be consistent with the monotonicity and convexity of the piecewise linear
function determined by the data points

 x

i 1

, mi 1  ,  xi , mi  ,  xi 1 , mi 1 

(b) ti must vary continuously with respect to changes in si and si+1 when the signs of si and
si+1 agree.
(c) Only one knot should be required between two data points. This is to minimize the
complexity of the algorithm.
The construction of ti given below satisfies the above properties.
* If sisi+1 ≤ 0, we set ti = 0. This guarantees that local extrema of the data points are assigned
slopes 0. This also segments the entire data into monotonic subsets.


d
* If |si| > |si+1| > 0, we extend a line through i   xi , mi  with slopes si until it intersects


the horizontal line through di 1   xi 1 , mi 1  at the point b   bx , mi 1  .We then define
cx 

bx  xi 1
2

......(4)



Which is the abscissa of point c . Slope ti at  xi , mi  is defined as

ti 

mi 1  mi
cx  xi

......(5)

Note that

cx 

xi  xi 1
2

......(6)

* If on the other hand, 0 < |si| < |si+1|, we reverse the above procedure by extending the
line through

 xi , mi  with

slope ti+1 until it intersects the horizontal line through


 xi 1 , mi 1  at the point b   bx , mi1  . Then we set
m  mi 1
b x
cx  x i 1 and ti  i
xi  cx
2

......(7)

The end point slopes t0 and tn are set to zero explicitly.
2. We now insert a knot point between each xi and xi+1 and fit a Bernstein polynomial to the
2n1 data points.
Proceeding in this way we can evaluate the risk function.
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